Humans are often faced with tasks that require stabilizing inherently unstable situations. The authors explored the dynamics of human functional stabilization by having participants continually balance a pole until a minimum time criterion was reached. Conditions were manipulated with respect to geometry, mass, and characteristic "fall time" of the pole. Distributions of timing between pole and hand velocities showed strong action-perception coupling. When actions demonstrated a potential for catastrophic failure, the period of hand oscillation correlated well with the perceptual quantity "time to balance" (T-№<)), but not other quantities such as 6 and 6 alone. This suggests that participants were using available T W information during critical conditions, although they may not have been attending to this type of perceptual information during typical, noncritical motions of successful performance. In a model analysis and simulation, the authors showed how discrete T^ information may be used to adjust the parameters of a controller to perform this task.
0991. Electronic mail may be sent to foo@walLccs.fau.edu. instant, the participant's own actions directly influence the perceptual information that guides action. To date, detailed kinematic studies of human pole balancing have been largely absent (see, however, Treffner & Kelso, 1995) , although a similar balancing task has been used as an interference task during studies of hemispheric cerebral function (see Kinsboume & Hicks, 1978) .
The study of stabilization of inherently unstable systems has received much attention within the domain of control theory. Here, the textbook example of balancing an inverted pendulum has played a key role in elucidating basic control concepts as well as motivating various control design techniques (e.g., see Kwakernaak & Sivan, 1972) . The inverted pendulum configuration in our experiment (see Figure 1A ) is based on the often-used cart-pole design by Barto, Sutton, and Anderson (1983) . As in most theoretical considerations, we focus on the nature of the control force F and bypass the details of its delivery. Linear control, in which F is a linear function of the state-space variables, has been widely used to balance an inverted pendulum successfully (see Geva & Sitte, 1993 , for a review). Here state-space variables are defined as those quantities such as positions and velocities used to describe the state of the system. We distinguish these from parameters, which are those quantities that are externally determined and typically used to specify the overall strength of the control signal given the form of F. For example, if the force F is linear with respect to the pole angle (F = kff), then it is a parameter, whereas 6 is a state-space variable. By linearizing the equations for the motion of the cartpole system, it is possible to extract the parameter range that results in successful balancing in the region of small pole angles.
Neuromorphic linear controllers whose parameters (sometimes called weights in the neural network literature) are determined using artificial neural networks provide not only effective solutions but also possible insights into how biological systems may accomplish the balancing task (e.g. Anderson, 1989) . Using actual movement data (the state-space variables) from balancing experiments, neural network controllers can learn how to mimic humans (b) (c) Figure /. The experimental setup consisting of a pole configuration, a cart, and a horizontal linear track. A: Straight pole configuration and the relevant physical parameters and variables used in the analysis. The convention used is as follows: 6 is positive (negative) when the pole is right (left) of the vertical; X = cart position; Af = mass of the cart, L = pole length, m = pole mass, F = force applied by the hand to the base; g = acceleration due to gravity. B: Steel L-pole configuration shown at its balance point (the base rod inclined 11.4° from the vertical). C: Wood L-pole configuration at its balance point (the base rod inclined 4" from the vertical). For the L-poles, the angles were adjusted by subtracting the appropriate balance point value.
accurately (Guez & Selinsky, 1988) . Along the same line, but using time-varying digitized images of the cart-pole system instead as inputs, Tolat and Widrow (1988) constructed a patternrecognizing system that mastered the balancing task well enough to keep the pole from falling.
A central problem in neural network design in which no teacher is available (unsupervised learning) is how to adjust future control actions on the basis of the outcome of a sequence of actions. This is known as the credit assignment problem and is usually addressed by imposing a suitable constraint such as maximizing the balance time or minimizing excursions from the vertical. As noted emphatically by Geva and Sitte (1993) , a random search in weight space can produce outcomes that in many respects are not significantly different from those resulting from a more systematic search. In the present article, we explore the idea that in addition to the kinematic variables (e.g., hand position and velocity), human controllers also use direct perceptual information to solve the balancing task. Clearly, a key question is which perceptual variables the human controller uses.
In typical situations, humans rely on both haptic and visual information, the latter being very much affected by the relative motion of the human-pole system. This article examines the role of a perceptual quantity, time to balance (T^,) , defined as the ratio of the angle of the pole with the vertical (0 in Figure 1 ) to its rate of change:
= e/e.
(i)
When Tbal is negative, its magnitude is an approximate measure of the time to upright the pole. Only in the case when the angular velocity is constant is ^hal the actual time to upright. In the present work, we show that participants are more attuned to the temporal behavior of the pole and produce more consistent values of 7bal and t^t when there is a potential for failure compared with when the pole is near balanced conditions. These behaviors suggest that participants are using available Tbal information, especially near critical conditions. During typical (noncritical) motions of successful performance, wider variation in these quantities is observed, suggesting that participants may not be attending to this type of perceptual information. In a model analysis, we show how such information may govern the dynamics of perception-action coupling in this task.
The main goals of the present research are to identify (a) biologically relevant perceptual variables in successful balancing and (b) the nature of the perception-action coupling that supports functional stabilization. Once these variables are identified experimentally, we may then formulate a procedure for adjusting the parameters of the control system. Although this is not exactly a formulation of a control law, it follows the spirit of Warren (e.g., 1988 Warren (e.g., , 1998 in that we aim to specify how perceptually available information constrains action and vice versa.
Method

Participants
Thirty-six right-handed students between the ages 17-30 served as participants (18 men, 18 women). All participants completed an informed consent form prior to data collection and received course credit for participating. All participants were treated in accordance with the ethical standards of the American Psychological Association (APA).
Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a pole configuration attached via a metal bearing to a cart (mass = 388.0 g) such that the pole only pivoted in the xy plane (see Figure 1) . The cart was constrained to slide along a 180-cm linear track oriented parallel to the .c-axis. The track rested securely on a table approximately waist-level height for adult participants (92cm). Three different poles of varying length, mass, and configuration (one straight pole, two L-shaped poles) were used. The L-poles were designed so that the center of mass did not coincide with any portion of the pole: Here the simplistic strategy of aligning the pole with vertical (which stabilizes the straight pole) was ineffective.
In the straight-pole condition (see Figure 1A) , the pole was made from a single aluminum dowel (length = 108.0 cm, diameter =1.0 cm, mass = 207.4 g, and moment of inertia / = 0.07 kg/m 2 ). In the L-pole conditions, the configurations had identical appearances but different material compositions, moments of inertia, total masses, and balance points. The steel L-pole (see Figure IB) had the same moment of inertia as the straight pole (/ = 0.07 kg/m 3 ) but a greater total mass (279.0 g). This pole was constructed by attaching a steel rod (length = 29.4 cm, mass = 163.8 g) perpendicular to and on top of an aluminum rod (length = 60.0 cm, mass = 115.2 g) acting as the base. The 90° bend extended to either the left or right side of the participant. When this pole was balanced so that the center of mass lay direcdy on top of the pivot point, the base aluminum rod was displaced approximately 11.4° from vertical. The wood L-pole (see Figure   1C ) was constructed similarly, but with the steel portion replaced by a 15.9 g wooden rod of the same length. The total mass and moment of inertia of the wood L-pole configuration were 131.1 g and 0.02 kg/m 2 , respectively. When balanced, the base aluminum rod was displaced approximately 4.0° from vertical. For the three pole systems, the surfaces of the rods were covered to mask their textures and material compositions.
To monitor movements of the hand and pole, five infrared-emitting diodes (IREDs) were affixed to strategic locations. IREDs I and 2 were attached to the base of the track, and the adjoining line defined the horizontal reference. IRED 3, placed on the pivot point of the cart, was used to monitor the hand displacements that were restricted to horizontal movements. IREDs 4 and 5 were placed on the pole in such a way as to permit measurement of its angular orientation (in either the straight or L-pole conditions). Signals from the five IREDs were sampled at 100 Hz using an OPTOTRAK 3010 system and were later filtered with a low-pass (set at 8 Hz) second-order Butterworth filter. The basic kinematic data thus consisted of horizontal hand position (x) and the angle (8) from the pole's balance point.
Procedure
The task was to balance the pole by moving the cart with the right hand along the linear track (the .v-axis). Haptic information from the cart, but not directly from the pole itself, was thus available to the participant. The goal was to balance the pole for 30 s without allowing it to fall and make contact with the track. Failure to complete 30 s of continuous balancing constituted an unsuccessful trial. Obviously participants received visual feedback about success or failure of their performance on each trial. Each participant performed blocks of 10 experimental trials followed by a 1-tnin rest period.
Moreover, during the rest period, participants were given knowledge of results in the form of total time of balance for each trial in the previous block. In addition to interblock rests, participants were provided 5-min rest periods at Trials 40 and 70.
Design
Participants were placed via matched (by sex) random assignment into one of six experimental groups (n -6 for each group: 3 men, 3 women) and asked to perform all three testing sessions (acquisition, transfer, and retention; see Table 1 ) until they could reach a performance criterion. Participants were required to perform a given balancing task until they could complete three successful attempts out of five consecutive trials for each of the three testing sessions.
Each group was assigned a criterion task during the acquisition session that was to balance successfully one of the three pole configurations: straight, L-steel, and L-wood. On completing the acquisition session, the participant attempted the transfer task, which was to balance a different pole. One week later, the participant was asked to balance the original pole in a retention test.
If a participant did not successfully balance the first pole after 99 trials and also did not successfully complete the transfer task after 50 trials, his or her data were excluded from the final data analysis. For each participant who reached criterion, the number of trials executed to meet the criterion level of performance (Nc) was noted. Did participants significantly improve their balancing performance by the end of the experiment for any of the poles? A mixed 6 (groups) X 3 (testing sessions) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with group as a between-subjects factor and testing session as a within-subjects factor was performed on the dependent variable (Nc) to assess differences in performance between acquisition and retention tests. A significant interaction, F(10, 60) = 3.59, p < .01, revealed that practice led to a significant improvement in performance for me four L-pole groups (Groups 3-6, see Table 1 ) between acquisition and retention. However, excellent performance of the straight-pole groups (Groups 1-2) in acquisition limited the amount of improvement available on retention testing, and no significant change in performance was seen.
Which pole was easiest to balance during the acquisition ses- showed a significant performance improvement in the transfer session when compared with participants balancing the same (transfer) pole in acquisition (and did not receive any previous practice; e.g., Groups 5 and 6). Participants who balanced the easier straight pole in acquisition (e.g., Group 2) did not receive the benefit of transfer, and their performance was comparable with participants who did not have any previous practice at all (e.g..
Groups 5 and 6 in acquisition). Additionally, no performance improvement was seen in the straight-pole transfer session groups (e.g., Groups 3 and 5) because of the exceptional performance of participants who balanced the straight pole in the acquisition session (e.g., Groups 1 and 2). Thus, when improvement was possible, practice with the more difficult balancing poles during acquisition ameliorated performance in the transfer session. These results differ from those of Bachman (1961) , who found no evidence for transfer of learning between two gross balancing tasks.
It should be noted that Bachman's study was designed to discover a generalized motor ability, and the tasks were designed to be distinctive in execution while retaining the common element of balancing.
Kinematic Analysis: Time Series of Unsuccessful and Successful Balancing
Our principal focus is on the quantities that characterize successful balancing behavior, both in acquisition and across differences in the geometrical and physical properties of the balanced object. Data for the hand velocity (x) and pole angular velocity (0) were obtained by numerically differentiating the time series data for the hand position (x) and the pole angle (0). In contrast, early in the acquisition session, the participant using the wood L-pole (see Figure 2C ) fails to develop this antiphase pattern, and the pole moves to extreme angles followed by failure.
Later (see Figure 2D ) this participant successfully balances the pole during the retention phase, and the antiphase coordination between hand and pole is evident.
All trials showing continuous pole balancing lasting longer than 3 s were included in the final data set. This set included 339 trials meeting the original 30-s criterion as well as 1,935 additional trials. For each trial, all cycles of contiguous balancing were included except the last cycle that preceded a failure. Each cycle was defined as one half-period of the continuous hand velocity time series. Thus 76,637 cycles of 2,274 individual trials were included in the analysis of continuous balancing. Note that even for unsuccessful trials, successful cycles of balancing were included in our analysis.
Kinematic Analysis: Coupling Between Hand and Pole
To explore coordinated behavior beyond that induced by the mechanical coupling of the pole to the cart, we analyzed the timing differences between the hand and pole actions for each cycle (half-period) of the hand velocity trajectory. As noted in Figure 2 , hand position and angle tend to be coordinated when the pole remains upright However, further consideration suggests that the velocity variables might provide more sensitive evidence of coupling behavior (e.g., Jeka & Lackner, 1994 Kelso et al., 1998) . A cross-correlation was performed between the time series of me hand and pole velocities for each cycle of the hand velocity. The value of A was defined as the time difference between the peak of the normalized cross-correlation and a zero-lag value (as in simultaneous hand and pole velocity peaks). Over the course of successful balancing, participants developed and maintained a high degree of coupling between the hand and the pole as evidenced by an average A value of 10 ms (hand lagging the pole) across all learning and pole conditions (see Figure 3 ). Of course, this value, though impressive, is limited by the sampling rate (± one sample).
Kinematics of r lml
When balancing a pole under the current experimental conditions, information about the pole's state is available primarily through vision. Although, in principle, both the angle and angular velocity are available as measures of this information, they may not be the principal sources through which a human controller regulates action. In the following, we present the kinematic behavior of the hand-pole system in terms of the time to balance, T^,,. Recall that T,^, is defined as the ratio of 9 over 6 (see Equation  1 ). Then, using a model analysis, we argue that knowledge of râ nd the hand position (x) is sufficient to implement a more direct control system for balancing the pole.
To familiarize the reader with the typical properties of r bal and how it behaves in terms of conventional position and velocity measures, we show in Figure 4 three time series for the successful balancing data of Figure 2D . We examine the behavior of these perceptual variables at the hand velocity extrema (x = 0). The rationale for selecting the hand velocity extrema is that they reflect most accurately the onset of interceptive actions such as when the hand starts to reverse its direction of motion or, equivalently, when it starts to recover from a previous action (see also Treffner & Kelso, 1995; Wagner, 1982) . Although previous balancing data has shown that the perceptual T variable demonstrates the smallest coefficient of variation during successful performance at approximately 170 ms prior to the onset of hand deceleration (Treffner & Kelso, 1995) , in the current experiment we explore the possibility that sufficient perceptual information may be gleaned by monitoring •f bal and T at the onset of hand deceleration, because these variables appear to be conserved near these time points in the balancing cycle. Note that around the times of hand velocity extrema (*' = 0; see solid lines of Figure 4A ), the value of r^, is conserved near r bal = 0 (see Figure 4B) ; furthermore, at the corresponding time, the value of ^b at is conserved near r^, = 1 (see Figure 4C) . In other words, during the onset of deceleration of Figure 2D . B and C: Plots of T^ (time to balance) and t^, (derivative of r^,, with respect to time) computed from the same data source as in Panel A.
the hand, the pole is moving near the vertical (r bal = 0) and is typically overshooting the vertical (t^, = 1). Unlike the continuous and smooth variations of the x and 8 plots, T^i exhibits characteristic singularities in an almost regular manner. The divergences occur when & reaches zero and usually correspond to pole reversals (see Figure 4B ). The behavior between reversals is schematically illustrated in Figure 5 . To aide in understanding the figure, we note first that because of the symmetry of 0 and 0 with respect to left-right exchange, r bal has corresponding sign symmetry. Regardless of which side of vertical the pole is on, •r bat > 0 means that the pole is moving away from the vertical, whereas T bal < 0 means the pole is moving toward the vertical.
Consider now Figure 5A , which shows a typical movement consisting of the pole crossing the vertical as it goes from one side to the other. This means that T^/ changes from negative (moving toward the vertical) to zero (exactly at the balance point) to positive (moving away from the vertical) values, traversing a sigmoid path. If, during a restoring motion, the pole undershoots the vertical (see Figure 5B ), then T^ is always negative, but its absolute value initially decreases, then diverges. The result is an inverted U-shaped curve. After the undershoot, the pole reverses direction and drifts away from the vertical (T,^, > 0). As the pole falls, its angular velocity increases and T bal decreases. Subsequent deceleration of the pole men increases r ba , again to °°. This produces the U-shaped plat in Figure 5C . When participants fail to recover the pole, the positive T bal value increases without return until failure: This corresponds to an incomplete U-curve (see Figures 5D and 2C ). Note that because of the symmetry mentioned earlier, the same scenarios occur irrespective of which side of the vertical the pole resides on. In Figure 6 , we show the phase portrait of (T^,, T^,) for a section of the time series data in Figure 4 .
Except for the negative T^, region, the shape of the curve suggests quadratic dependence of t/^, with T^ but with variable curvature at the origin. Note that the instances of pole crossover (which correspond to the sigmoid trajectory in Figures 4B and 5A ) describe a curve like the two quadratic curves in the inner part of the phase portrait of Figure 6 . Instances of pole undershoots, corresponding to inverted U-curves in Figures 4B and 5B, are represented by the two trajectories in Figure 6 where the r bal values remain negative. Conversely, drifts of the pole away from vertical (see U-shaped curves of Figures 4B and 5C ) describe the two trajectories in the phase portrait where r^, remains positive. Note that t^ values cluster around 1 for small values of T^,,, indicating that, as noted previously, during the onset of deceleration of the hand the pole is moving near the vertical (r bal = 0) and is typically overshooting the vertical (f^, = 1). Thus, one expects the variability of fr^, to be minimal at ^b al -0. Does this prediction hold true in general? An analysis was performed on all successful cycles of balancing motion, across pole and learning conditions to determine the values of r hal and i' hai at the onset of hand deceleration (see Figures 7 and 8) . Participants produced an average r ha , of 0, and a f,, al of 1 across all successful balancing cycles, regardless of pole or learning conditions. The robust conservation of these perceptually based variables across manipulations of pole and learning conditions suggests that r hal may provide the informational support for successful completion of this task. Figure 5 . Relationship between the shape of the curve T^,, (time to balance) versus t and the pole trajectory. When the pole is confined to the region -(ir/2) < 0 < (ir/2) so that it does not dip below the horizontal, the time series plot of r^, is composed of four basic shapes: A: sigmoid: r hat goes through the sequence -°o->0-»• +«in a reverse S-shape fashion and occurs when the pole starts from one side, overshoots the vertical, and ends up on the other side; B: Inverted-U, which occurs as the pole moves up but undershoots the vertical; C: U-curve, which occurs when the pole drifts away from vertical after an undershoot; and D: Incomplete U-curve, which occurs during a catastrophic fall of the pole. These T^, versus t curves are the same regardless of which side of vertical the pole resides in. Note that when the pole does not dip below the horizontal. Plots B and C always occur together. , using the data from the successful trial of Figure 2D .
Classification of Balancing Strategies: Routes to Failure
There were four classes of failures in the present data set. The first class of failures occurred when the pole was balanced for less than 3 s. These "short trials" consisted of an immediate catastrophic fall and did not consist of enough kinematic data to be reliably analyzed. In the second type of failure the participant allowed the base of the cart to contact the edges of our linear track, followed by a catastrophic fall. In these "spatial boundary errors" the participant simply ran out of room with which to maneuver the base and change the direction of the pole. In contrast to these types of errors, participants also produced two classes of failures characterized by a loss of perception-action coupling after some successful balancing had been completed. In order to discriminate the specific routes to failure for the third and fourth failure types, the balancing behavior of the pole was classified based on a local examination of two successive cycles of T bal behaviors.
On close examination of the experimental time series, it was apparent that the different pole motions (crossing the vertical, undershooting, and drifting) occurred in definite sequences in successful balancing. The observed sequences of i bat behaviors are shown in Figure 9 . From the three pole behaviors seen in successful balancing, here denoted by the boxes, the six paths (shown by arrows) describe the observed sequences between these behaviors. Beginning with the lower box, which symbolizes a crossover of vertical (and a sigmoid r ba curve), it is apparent that three possible paths exist to the next successful cycle. The participant may continue with another crossover as in Path 1, or if the participant follows Path 2, then the crossover of the current cycle will be followed by a drift (the middle box and a U-shaped T bal curve). When the crossover is followed by an undershoot (the inverted-U TJ^, curve in the upper box), the participant traverses Path 3.
What happened after a participant performed an undershoot? In all the trials of the experimental data set, undershoot was followed by drift, shown here as Path 4. Once a successful drift was reversed, the participant either returned to a crossover (Path 5) or undershot again (Path 6). How did pole falls fit into the classification scheme of T^, behaviors? The fall of the pole resulted in an incomplete U-shaped T M curve (see Figure 5D ) or a drift that was not reversed. If one substitutes this unreversed drift into the present T to , behavior classification, making a diagram of unsuccessful balancing cycles, it is apparent that there exist two different routes to failure. Replace the successful drift (middle box) of Figure 9 with the incomplete U-curve of a falling pole in Figure 10 .
What transpired when the participant allowed the pole to fall after a crossover movement (analogous to Path 2 in the successful balancing)? Here the participant performed a successful crossover and decelerated the hand at the base of the pole such that the velocity of the pole approached a zero value. The pole had not reversed directions, however, and the pole moved away from vertical in the same direction in which it crossed the vertical. In order to continue with successful balancing, the participant had to accelerate the pole in the direction opposite to the pole's falling motion and in the opposite direction from the previous hand movement (see Figure 2C) . If the participant failed to make this successful reversal of the hand, the pole fell catastrophicaUy. We characterized these cases of failure as a failure to reverse the hand.
Conversely, consider the participant failing to balance the pole immediately following an undershoot (analogous to Path 4 in the successful balancing). Here, the participant undershot the vertical and then moved his or her hand in the direction of the pole's fall enough to decelerate the pole to a near-zero velocity. As the pole moved away from vertical the participant did not make a success- ; (time to balance) values according to experimental conditions. Md = median; ful acceleration of the hand in the same direction as the fall of the pole (and the current direction of the hand). We classified this type of failure as a failure to continue the hand. From this classification, it is clear that while traversing Paths 2 and 4 (see Figure 9 ) the participant had to perform an active intervention to prevent a failure. One may thus classify Paths 2 and 4 as instances of successfully preventing a failure to reverse and failure to continue, respectively. Similar to the approach taken by others (e.g., Savelsbergh, Whiting, & Bootsma, 1991) , we focus on critical situations where an active intervention is needed by the participant to prevent the irreversible fall of the pole. During these two pole sequences (Paths 2 and 4) it is postulated that the participant must pay special attention to the motions of the pole in order to sustain successful balancing. It was especially during these situations that we chose to examine the relation between perceptual variables and pole motions in greater detail.
Correlational Analysis of Hand and Pole Kinematic Variables
Can one find a strong relationship between a measure of the oscillations of the pole with the perceptual variables identified in this experiment? A correlation analysis was performed on all successful cycles of balancing behavior (see also Wagner, 1982) . The half-period of hand velocity (x, an approximation of the "time to upright" the pole) was correlated with the magnitudes of T^,, ibaf *' ft ^d 0' sampled at the onset of hand deceleration. Also included in this analysis were the complements of T^, and T^,, specifically, T^/ ; and r fall , which are defined in the following discussion as well as in Treffner and Kelso (1995) .
The correlation coefficients are reported in Table 2 . The first sets of analyses (first column of Table 2 ) were performed on the kinematic data collapsed across all cycles. No significant relationships were found. In contrast, when partitioned with respect to the T bal path classification scheme (see Figure 9 , and columns 2-7 of Table 2 ), a highly significant inverse correlation (r = -.96) was found between the T bal values and x period during the cycles of Path 2 (crossover to drift). Furthermore, during the same pole sequences, relationships that approached significance were seen between the A period, tj,,,,, r fatl , and r fatt . No similar strength relationship between T^ and ± period was found in the undershoot to drift (Path 4) cycles (note, however, the relationships with T^, and r fall ). The presence of the significant r ba! and x period correlation suggests that participants may be sensitive to the perceptual variable, T^,, especially during the critical situation of avoiding a §0. failure to reverse. Note that our experimental data do not show a relationship between r hal and the period of the pole during typical motions of successful performance. Participants may not be attending to this type of perceptual information during these noncritical situations.
•r bal Values Across T bal Sequence Classification
What are the typical values of t^,, during the onset of hand deceleration? Although r hal was found to be relatively invariant across learning and pole conditions in the previously presented kinematic analysis (see Figure 8 ), the present classification system allows us to perform an analysis based on local cycle kinematics that describe qualitatively distinct pole motions. Specifically, given the six different sequences used in successful balancing (see Figure 9 ), and two additional sequences seen during failure (see Figure 10 ), one may partition the kinematic data among these eight categories and examine the values of the perceptual variable T^, at the onset of hand deceleration. A 0 < ! r ba! < 0.5 value would predict a decreasing deceleration and an undershoot of die target, and 0.5 < t^, < I would predict an overshoot of the target in a "hard collision." An 8 (T^/ paths) X 36 (participants) ANOVA with t^ as the dependent variable was performed on all successful balancing cycles as well as those final cycles that denoted a failure. The significant main effect of T^, parns, F(7, 184) = 6.20, p < 0.05, and post hoc Tukey tests revealed that the cycles of crossover to crossover (Path 1) had a statistically similar t^, mean as the crossover-to-drift cycles, the crossover-to-undershoot cycles, and the failure-to-reverse cycles. The undershoot-to-drift cycles and the drift to crossover cycles had significantly different > r bal means from each other and from the rest of the categories, as did the drift-to-undershoot and failure-to-continue cycles. Importantly, when the different pole sequences were compared according to whether the pole overshot the balance point (second column of Table 3 ) or undershot the balance point (third column of Table 3) , good agreement was found in accordance with previous predictions (see Lee, 1976; Lee, Young, & Rewt, 1992) . Note that the mean value in the failure-to-continue sequence may be due to outliers in these particularly noisy data, and the median value is T bal -0.12. These results suggest that functional stabilization may be considered as a collision problem with respect to the balance point on a cycle-to-cycle time scale. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the cart-pole system used in our analysis of functional stabilization. For the straight-pole condition, the mass m is distributed uniformly over the pole length. The angle of the pole is indirectly controlled through an external applied force F acting horizontally on a cart of mass M. For a given F, the equations of motion for cart position X and the pole angle 6 may be derived using physical principles and are given in the Appendix (e.g., see Elgerd, 1967; Ogata, 1978) . When formulated as such, the problem of pole balancing often reduces to resolving two key Figure 3D ) of a pole fall replaces the U-curve found during successful balancing. Two different routes to failure, the failure to reverse and failure to continue, are seen (compare with Paths 2 and 4 in Figure 9 ). Note. The conflation value in boldface represents a highly significant inverse relationship between Tbal and the oscillation of the pole when participants successfully avoid a failure to reverse, bal = balance.
Functional Stabilization: Modeling Considerations
To compute F, kinematic information and experimental polecart parameters were used as inputs to the equations of motion, which were then inverted to compute the force. Note that pole angle (and to a certain degree, pole and hand velocities) follows F in time, which suggests a strategy based on proportionate or linear control. Note that the control scheme we are proposing asserts the functional form F = a6, where the determination of the effective coefficient a (possibly nonconstant) is the problem. We propose that the perceptual variables t bal and t^, are used to evaluate and sometimes adjust the weightings of the linear control function, on a cycle-by-cycle basis, during critical actions where the participant must actively intervene in order to prevent a failure. To see how this may be done, we assume the following equations for the pole angle and cart position:
where x = L 1 X is the hand position normalized with respect to the pole length, and the coefficients k, and ft 2 are nonlinear and possibly discontinuous functions of x, it, 0, 8. Note that this is a perfectly legitimate formulation because no restrictions on k, and k 2 are made at this point. It is helpful to discuss the special case when these functions (ft, and fcj) are constant. If the controller maintains constant and positive ft, and ft 2 at all times, then the pole oscillates about the vertical with a frequency O = Vft7 and an amplitude that depends on the initial conditions. From Equation (3) one can see that the motion of the cart also oscillates at the same frequency. In addition, depending on the initial conditions, the center of oscillation of the cart moves at a constant velocity. On the other hand, if ft, < 0 and constant (k 2 constant, any sign), then, except under very special initial conditions, the pole falls at an exponential rate away from its starting position. The hand executes similar (exponential) behavior plus some constant velocity motion. Plots of the experimental values of k, (computed from -(6/6)) over time, however, show that k, may be positive and negative depending on the situation and varies smoothly except at certain discrete points (see Figure 12A for a representative experimental time series). These singularities occur when the 8 value approaches zero. We now consider how the ft, coefficient relates to the perceptual variables. Differentiating the expression for •r bal with respect to time, ee n--i--gr. 
In the preceding discussions, we showed that for ft, > 0 and constant, the pole oscillates with a fixed frequency and amplitude. Relaxing now this constraint of regular motion, a simple strategy to keep the pole oscillating about the vertical is to keep ft, > 0 at all times. This means maintaining the condition T bal > 1 regardless of the state of the pole and hand. The action of the controller is such that it aims to always overshoot the vertical without considering the consequence for the next cycle.
Because of its openended nature, this strategy suffers from the undesirable consequences that even though the restoring feature (because k, > 0) may control the initial oscillations, subsequent motion may lead to increasing excursions in the pole angle and therefore a possible failure.
Possible Control Strategy
In the previous discussion, we explored a simple strategy for pole balancing without specifying how the internal mechanisms of the controller are modified contingent on the perceived state of the pole. To be able to do more, one must incorporate some physical aspects of the problem as well as a model of the control mechanism. For the moment, we disregard the effect of the horizontal velocity and assume that the force is dependent only on 8, 6, and x. Just as we have expressed the motion of the pole angle using a harmonic-like equation, we now assume that the physical force applied by the hand to the cart can be expressed in the form/ = a,0 + a 2 0 + )3x, where /3 is a constant and a l and a 2 SIK functions whose variations will be specified shortly. Here we have used the 
k, = -
(see Appendix). Because the principal stimulus is the visually specified pole angle, we assume that the variation of the parameters is implemented principally through the a, and keeps the x coefficient (3 constant (note that p is the normalized mass). Recall from a previous discussion that keeping t M > 1 at all times means it | > 0, so that although there is always a restoring force on the angle, there is a possibility for failure due to uncontrolled oscillation amplitude.
Instead of this open-ended condition, consider the case in which the controller tries to maintain the condition r bal = 1. When imposed at all times (t), this also leads to the unrealistic situation of no oscillation at all (i.e., the frequency II = VT^ = 0, identically). For successful balancing, t M needs only to be kept within the range from 0.5 to 1. Additionally, T M needs not be restricted as such all the time, but only at time points T n of peak hand velocity or onset of deceleration (see Table 3 ). In contrast, movement cycles that lead to pole undershoots and sometimes failure yield t^,, below 0.5 at the same time points T n . (Note that by Lee's, 1976, analysis, a 
that is, 8a = (4/3 -ji) Sif, to bring down the value of f^tol. To test the suitability of this strategy, we simulated the hand and pole motion using a simple update rule. The parameter a was incremented or decremented by a small amount da = e (4/3 -u.) &ti or Aa = e (4/3 -n) 8*?, 0 < e < 1, depending on whether ii,,! was less than 0.5 or greater than 1.0 at time points when the hand velocity reached an extremum. After changing a, its value was fixed for the duration of the movement cycle (i.e., until the next peak hand velocity was again encountered). After a few iterations, t^, was expected to stabilize to either 0.5 or 1.0 at peak hand velocity positions. Note that k i is a function not just of a but also of the other state variables. Setting t, = 0 or, equivalently, tj,,, to 1 at peak velocity maxima, does not mean &, = 0 at all times. In fact, k l may be positive or negative depending on the state of the pole. Figures 12B and 13 show the results of a simulation using the earlier mentioned strategy. Plots of the time series of x (solid tines) and 6 (stippled tines) are shown in Figure   13A . The corresponding simulation for T^I an( J *»«/ are shown in Figure 13 , B and C. Notice that these plots correspond to time series of the same variables from the experimental data shown in 
Further Discussion
Similar optical variables (to T^,,) have been shown to be available to human observers through changes in retinal flow fields.
Early works showed that ambient optic arrays that produce retinal expansion patterns provide important information about approaching objects and can elicit avoidance or defensive behaviors in animals and infants (Schiff, 1965; Schiff & Detwiler, 1979) . Manipulations of the incident optic array have also provided evidence that when catching oncoming objects, participants gear their actions to optic T rather than to separate distance and velocity information. For example, Savelsbergh et al. (1991) showed that the time of appearance of the maximal closing velocity (and opening velocity; see Savelsbergh, 1995) For the current experimental research, T^I specifies the relative rate of constriction of the angle the pole makes with the vertical. There has been controversy hi the literature concerning the types of perceptual information (e.g., visual and auditory) that are available to observers (e.g. Lee & Reddish, 1981; Shaw, McGowan & Turvey, 1991; Tresilian, 1994; Wagner, 1982) , how these different modalities may be combined (Savelsbergh, Whiting, & Pepers, 1992; Tresilian, 1994) , and to what extent the empirical data support the optic T versus alternative possibilities (Bootsma, Fayt, Zaal, & Laurent, 1997; Bootsma & Oudejans, 1993; Savelsbergh, 1995; Tresilian, 1994 Tresilian, , 1995 Wann, 1996) .
Our results show that although there are differences in the initial performance between balancing a straight versus an L-pole (e.g., see Figure 2 , A and C) these differences become insignificant as the participants become more skilled at the task (e.g., see Figure 2 , B and D). This indicates that participants eventually learn the balance position of the L-poles and adapt such that the resulting behavior is indistinguishable from that of a straight-pole task. One crucial component of the process of learning to balance the L-pole seems to be in the initial act of setting up the pole. Because the balance position does not manifest itself until after the participant has moved the pole or manipulated the initial conditions, this suggests that the perception of this physical attribute (equilibrium position) is acquired dynamically. If the participants had aligned the L-shaped pole with an absolute reference (the vertical position) instead of the dynamically acquired balance point, the pole would fall in the same direction of the open end of the L-shaped pole (e.g., to the left for the L-poles in Figure 1 , B and C). In fact, the participants who were excluded from this experiment demonstrated significantly more falls in this direction during the failed acquisition trials of the L-shaped poles, ^(1, N = 28) = 182.08, p < .01. These participants did not typically set the initial conditions of the task at this balance point (in contrast to successful participants, especially later in practice) and were not able to identify the balance point of the L-shaped poles during exit interviews. Evidence of perception of physical attributes that are not directly available is also found in other studies. For example, by actively wagging a nonuniform stick, a person acquires information on essential (with respect to translational and rotational motions) attributes of the object, such as its inertia tensor Turvey, Burton, Pagano, Solomon, & Runeson, 1992) . Because the present analysis centers on the kinematics of successful balancing rather than on the participants' acquisition of this skill, the question of how one can adjust his or her action to fit different physical constraints (i.e., different balance points) was not explored in detail. This will be an interesting topic for future research.
The postulated control strategy in balancing may be compared with that used in controlled braking. Although the essence of the controls in both cases is the same (i.e., both use t = c at some point), the resulting dynamics are, of course, very different. In Lee (1976) , it can be shown that the regulated motion is one of constant deceleration caused by a frictional force. Because the effect of friction ends the moment the stop position is reached, there is no need for analysis beyond the goal position. In pole balancing, the destabilizing factor of gravity acts like a reverse spring (at least for small angles) and is balanced by the spring-like mechanism of the controller. Another difference between the two systems is the way i information appears to be used. Whereas Lee's (1976) strategy was to continuously modulate action on the basis of the current value of f, here Che stiffness parameter is updated only near peaks of hand velocity. Although our data indicate that f^,, was conserved most of the time near such points, it is still unclear whether this is the strategy itself, or a part of (even a consequence of) some other strategy. Previous experiments by Treffher and Kelso (1995) suggested that a more complete description may have to include another T variable, the inverse of the rate of change of the angle with respect to the horizontal. In Treffher and Kelso (1995) this was called -r fall and was also found to be nearly conserved at points of maximum hand velocity. It can be shown that the pair, t fall and r bal , can be derived from 8 and 8 and vice versa. Thus, no information is lost They are just represented and perceived differently.
of this linear control function, on a cycle-by-cycle basis, during critical actions in which the participant must actively intervene in order to prevent a failure. We performed a learning and transfer experiment to explore a hypothesized balancing strategy based on the variable T^,,. For successful balancing, regardless of the general configuration and inertial properties of the pole, participants coupled their hand movements to the movements of the pole. These actions were most predictable near regions of hand velocity extrema where participants exhibited quite consistent values of tfe,,. Successful balancing, in which the pole is maintained upright with some degree of oscillation, yields f^, ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 at the onset of intercept! ve hand action. Perceived deviations from this range may be used prospectively to adjust a future action.
Conclusion
To survive in a changing environment, biological systems often must adopt means for quickly and efficiently regulating their actions. An important, but largely unstudied subset of these tasks is functional stabilization in inherently unstable situations, addressed here using the prototypical task of pole balancing. We showed how the task may be accomplished by using visual perceptual information to adjust a parameter of a linear controller. To a certain extent, the control strategy we have presented parallels that used in some artificial neural networks. One key feature of a neuromorphic linear controller is the adjustment of the weights using an update rale. In our case, we used constraints on a perceptual variable (T^,, a temporal measure) to adjust a parameter (here, also a temporal measure related to the fall time of the pole) of a linear controller. We propose that the perceptual variables T^, and f & , ; are used to monitor and sometimes adjust the weightings
